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Perfect for lifelong Mandie fans and readers just getting to know her, Volume Six of the MANDIE

COLLECTION takes readers on one exciting ride after another. Everywhere Mandie goes, mystery

and adventure find her. Volume Six features Mandie and the Invisible Troublemaker, Mandie and

Her Missing Kin, and Mandie and the Schoolhouse's Secret.
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Looking for something you won't have to be worried about your daughter reading. This is it. My

daughter who is 12 couldn't put it down. I read them when I was a young girl and I remember I

couldn't wait for the next one to be written!!

When I was about 10 yrs old, I received the first, original box set of books 1-5 in the series and was

hooked! (that was about 20 yrs ago :) I was fortunate to have a friend who collected the entire

series, so I was able to borrow the new sets from her or from our local library. Now I have a niece



who is nearing the age that she would enjoy these mysteries so I wanted to have the entire

collection to read together with her and/or let her borrow. I LOVE the fact that the series is now

volumes bound in 1 book (5 books in 1) so that it is fewer individual books to keep track of. Also,

there is something to be said for the challenging of accomplishing reading a book that is over 300

pgs. when you are so young.

For some reason I didn't realize they would all be combined into a few books, I thought there would

be separate books. That's the only downfall.

These were my all time favorite books growing up! I loved the mystery of each one. I love that I can

buy these now for my own kids and share these fun stories with them. The Christian emphasis is

important to me now as well as I learned many valuable spiritual lessons through these books. I had

the entire series as a child and spent countless hours reading and rereading them.This book is

pretty large as it is book 6-10. It may prove to be difficult for the 8 year old I bought this for to hold

and read easily on her own.

I read all of the Mandie books when I was growing up and they first came out. And I've re-read all of

them several times. Even when I got "too old" for the books, I still bought and read each new one

that was published. I loved Mandie and wished I could have had some (but not all) of the adventures

she did. I still have my collection of all of the individual volumes. I bought this book for my niece for

Christmas, and it's a great value to have 5 of the stories in one volume. Out of curiosity, I looked

and found a price tag of $3.99 on one of my old books and that's from a good 20+ years ago, so

you're definitely getting your money's worth.

My 9 year old granddaughter has fallen in love with the Mandie series. She has read through

Volume 3 and is now on Volume 4 and wants to read every one. She said that she loves the way

that one book builds on another. Hopefully, her three younger sisters will love the books as well

when they are old enough to read them.

The Mandie Collection is a wonderful mystery and adventure series for girls. I started by giving it to

my two daughters to read over 20 years ago and have now bought them to give to my

granddaughters.This series is as cherished by my granddaughters as it was by my daughters. We

still have the original set that we bought a book at a time. However, with six granddaughters so far



there was not enough books to go around.I highly recommend these books. It is nice to have books

that I don't have to wonder what my children or grandchildren are reading. They are having fun and

enjoying going on the many adventures and solving mysteries with Mandie as well as being fed both

spiritually and intellectually.As a Mom and Grandmother I can not say enough about these books.

I did every chore I could think of and scrimped and saved as a young girl so I could buy each

Mandie book when it came out. I adored this series! Recently, I wanted to read it again, wondering if

it was as good as I remembered it to be. I was thrilled to find it available for Kindle! They definitely

are not as good as I thought, but I am enjoying them nonetheless. Perfect for a young girl who loves

mysteries and traveling to far away places with Mandie. I will definitely be buying the rest of the

series as I read them; I have two boys of my own, and don't have much time for girlishness. Fun

series!
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